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Abstract In the emerging multimedia social networks

environment, the trust relationship among users has a direct

impact on the sharing and transmission mode of digital

contents. To effectively assess direct or recommended trust

between users, this paper proposed a multimedia social

networks trust model based on small world theory. By

introducing some share character factors, such as credible

feedback of digital contents, feedback weighting factor and

user share similarity, this model proposed a direct trust

calculation window mechanism, recommended path find-

ing algorithm, and multiple recommendation trust synthetic

strategy. The simulation experiment showed that the model

can dynamically update the trust value between users in

real time, effectively measure the trust relationship, cor-

rectly identify malicious sharing users, and recommended

trust synthesis mechanism can be adapted to trust evalua-

tion of different types of risk scenarios.

Keywords Social networks � Small world theory �
Trust evaluation � Trust model � Digital rights management

1 Introduction

As communication networks and information technology

evolved, the next generation of high-speed Internet net-

works, 3G, 4G wireless communication networks, were

gradually deployed and applied. In general, many intelli-

gent terminals (i.e., cell phone, PDA, and panel computer)

have an amazing capacity for data processing and infor-

mation storage. Users can utilize all kinds of terminal units

via network carriers to share copyrighted digital contents

(i.e., e-book, digital image, audio and video, and Java class

mobile application software) in emerging multimedia social

networks (i.e., YouTube, GoogleVideo, and Youku) any-

time and anywhere. This trend gave rise to serious copyright

protect and security threat issues, such as the following:

digital content abuse and malicious distribution (Zhiyong

2011); non-secure (embedded with malicious codes), non-

credible (discrepancy between content and user claim)

digital contents fragment (van Rooy and Bus 2010). Tra-

ditional ID authentication, encryption and digital water-

mark technologies fail to meet DRM requirements in open

and distributed networks environment (Rosenblum 2007).

Multimedia social network (MSN) is an emerging net-

work application of the typical small world theory which was

established based on trust relationship between people in a

realistic society. MSNs provided a platform for maintaining

their social relations network for users (Le et al. 2010). Users

share digital content in MSNs based on a certain relationship

of trust, and trust relationship has a direct impact on the

sharing and transmission mode of digital contents. There-

fore, in order to correctly evaluate trust relationship between

users and reduce violations and security threats in the sharing

process, trust relationship in the sociology is introduced in a

situation where digital content is shared in multimedia social

networks to evaluate user credibility by sharing history and
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other potential trust information. This paper proposes a

multimedia social networks trust model (MSNTM) based on

small world theory. Finally, a simulation experiment is used

to verify the effectiveness of the model.

The structure of this study is as follows. The second part

covers related works of trust model. The third part provides

related definitions on the sharing situation of digital con-

tents in the MSN environment, and establishes the

MSNTM. The fourth part realizes MSNTM, and proposes a

trust calculation window mechanism and related algorithm.

The fifth part creates a three-part simulation experiment of

the model by combining trust evaluation algorithm, and

analyzes the results. The sixth part gives the conclusion

and recommends areas for further study.

2 Related works

In the context of natural property owned by human society,

trust is generally understood as a subjective and intuitive

concept without a uniform definition. In sociology, trust is

defined as the reliable dependence of characteristic, ability,

power, and honesty of a person or thing. In information

technology areas, in 1994 Marsh discussed the formal

problem of trust systematically from the concept of trust.

He differentiated trust content from the level of trust, and

proposed a mathematical model to measure trust starting

from the subjectivity of trust. This effort laid the founda-

tion for a trust application in computers (Marsh 1994).

Subsequently, Blaze et al. (1996) proposed the concept of

trust management for solving security problems in internet

network services. The underlying principle of the concept

is to admit that safety information in an open system lacks

integrality, and safety decisions of the system need to rely

on a trusted third party to supply additional safety infor-

mation. The authors proposed a safety decision-making

framework suitable to the open, distributed, and dynamic

characteristics of the web application system.

Moreover, Gambetta (2000) redefined trust in connection

with the application of trust relation in an open network

system. He described trust as one entity balancing the

subjective probability of another entity to carry out a special

conduct within a given time range and under special con-

textual conditions. Trust is a measurement of the credibility

of a target entity before the occurrence of a special

behavior. The trust model provides a relatively soft man-

agement mechanism and safety measurement method for

network system by measuring and evaluating potential trust

information among entities in all kinds of network envi-

ronments (Rasmusson and Jansson 1996). Subsequently,

more scholars have initiated deeper studies on trust model,

trust evaluation, and trust managing technology from dif-

ferent aspects and in various application scenarios.

Luo et al. (2009) proposed an RFSTrust, a trust model

based on fuzzy logic in mobile self-organizing network

environments. They evaluated the trust value between

nodes by establishing a fuzzy subordination function to

look for a selfish node in the network and encourage the

cooperation of nodes to improve network properties. This

feature ensures that the RFSTrust embodies the subjectivity

of trust better. But if mobile self-organizing networks are

large-scale, the model can consume large resources of the

network and becomes difficult to achieve. To simplify

complicated transactions between users within an e-busi-

ness network, Bharadwajk and Al-Shamri (2009) estab-

lished the integrated fuzzy computing model covering trust

and credibility. They proposed a two-stage filtering method

by applying mutual benefit and historical experience to

trust modeling. They enriched and expanded the concept of

trust and credibility, but Bharadwajk left out data sparsity

and expansibility of the model. In addition, Caverlee et al.

proposed the SocialTrust trust model to guarantee the

safety management of credible social information for social

information system in large-scale information manage-

ment. They made use of feedback from trust groups to

distinguish trust relationship quality among users, and

reasoned and traced transferring of trust relationship

(Caverlee et al. 2010). The anti-attack capacity of Social-

Trust has much room for improvement. Different from the

computation method for numerical value mentioned above,

Agudo et al. (2010) considered the semantic meaning of

trust, and proposed a trust model based on a trust scale.

They divided trust relationship into several levels. They

indicated the strength of trust relationship using semantic

labels for easy understanding, and to provide individual

trust recommendation for users.

Moreover, domestic scholars Tang Wen et al. proposed

a subjective trust model based on fuzzy set theory. They

proposed a derivation rule of trust relationship by defining

connecting and integrating operator calculation trust vec-

tor, and established a trust management framework in an

open network scenarios (Wen and Zhong 2003). Unlike

Wen, Junmao et al. (2005) proposed a trust model in a P2P

and Grid mixed calculation environment based on evidence

theory. They expressed trust relationship according to the

concept of the confidence level of definitions. Xiaoyong

and Xiaolin (2007) pointed out that static trust mechanism,

based on certificate authority (CA) in public key infra-

structure (PKI), cannot adapt the requirements of P2P, grid,

and other large-scale distributed application systems. After

comparing and analyzing the main research problems and

dynamic trust relationship methods, they proposed the idea

of dynamic trust modeling and management.

Small world theory, known as the six degrees of sepa-

ration theory, describes an interesting phenomenon where

everyone is no more than six degrees away from anyone in
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this world. Watts and Strogatz (1998) described small

world network in the form of a graph, and established the

Watts–Strogatz model (WS model), as shown in Fig. 1. A

small world network is a network between a regular and

random network. Small world network has two remark-

able properties, namely, larger clustering coefficient and

shorter characteristic path length. The larger clustering

coefficient shows that the network node connection is rel-

atively closer. The shorter characteristic path length shows

that the shorter path length between optional two nodes in a

network is merely required to establish the connection.

Yuan et al. (2010a, b) pointed out that the trust network is

the network formed based on trust relationship between

nodes. They verified dynamically that trust network is a

small world network. Small world characteristics are used

to improve the traditional trust aware recommendation

system TARS, and to reduce the time complexity of tra-

ditional TARS and improve trust prediction accuracy.

The comprehensive analysis of the above existing trust

model shows that trust relationship is characterized mainly

by subjectivity, dynamic variability, and weakening with

path time. Trust evaluation refers to one entity measuring

the behavior and capacity credibility of another entity

before any special behavior occurs, based on the theoretical

method of nature science. Trust models provide valuable

trust referenced information for the entity, and facilitate

safe and effective interaction among entities. Trust models

vary, but they are limited to all kinds of particular scenes. At

present, trust modeling in the digital content sharing scene

remains a new challenge in the DRM field during open and

distributed network times, based on the MSN environment.

Therefore, this paper analyzes the digital content sharing

scene characteristics according to the property of trust

relationship. The research establishes the MSNTM in the

Multimedia Social Networks using small world theory.

3 Establishment of the MSNTM

The MSNTM mainly includes direct trust model and rec-

ommendation trust model. First, relative definitions are

given. The direct trust and recommendation trust models are

then established. Finally, an overall MSNTM is proposed.

Definition 1 User entity. Users are divided into two types

based on different sharing roles of digital content: content

sharer (CS) and content requester (CR). A user can be a CS

and a CR at the same time.

Definition 2 Share session (SS). The CR requests from

the CS the necessary digital content. The CS responds

selectively to the CR based on grasped digital content or

corresponding right. The CR can also selectively receive

digital content that the CS responds to. When the CR

receives digital content or corresponding rights from the

CS, the exchange is recorded as a share session. A share

session where users obtain necessary and safe digital

content or rights is called a normal share session; other-

wise, it is a malicious share session.

Definition 3 Direct trust (DT). Direct trust is that trust

evaluation entity according to the historical experience of

digital content share from itself and the evaluated entity

which obtains trust relationship from the target entity. DT

is established based on the historical experience shared by

the evaluating entity and evaluated entity. In comparison

with trust information from other resources, the evaluating

entity tends to conduct a trust evaluation on the target

entity based on its own historical experience. In the MSN

environment, if among users with direct digital content

sharing history is direct trust relation, DT [ [0, 1].

Definition 4 Recommend trust (RT). (Feng and Jian

2002). The evaluating entity indirectly obtains trust relation

from the target entity based on the recommendation of

another intermediate entity, which is known as indirect

trust, RT [ [0, 1]. In the MSN environment, it is impossible

for one user to directly share digital content or right with all

other users in the network. Therefore, when sharing digital

content with a stranger is necessary, recommended trust

makes users evaluate the credibility of a stranger through

the recommended information of other users.

Definition 5 Small world trust network (STN). (Yuan

et al. 2010b). Users in the multimedia social network share

digital contents based on a certain trust relation in the real

society, and the sharing behaviors are usually restricted in a

small familiar and relatively stable circle that is called

user-centered STN. The nodes in a STN refer to share

users; edges in the network refer to the presence of direct

share relations of digital contents, and also show direct

trust relation between two share users.

Definition 6 Virtual community (VC). A series of share

STN can form a share virtual community based on a

shared fondness and habit for digital content. Figure 2 is a

share virtual community composed of four share STNs.

0=β 1=β

Regular Network Small-world Network Random Network

Fig. 1 WS small world network graph model (Watts and Strogatz

1998)
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According to the above definition, the relationship between

user A and B in the community is a direct trust relationship

within the same STN. The relation between A and C is a

recommend trust relationship. The relation between user E

and F is a direct trust relation among different STNs. The

relation between D and G is a recommend trust relation

among different STNs. This paper aims to study direct trust

relation, and recommend trust relation between users in the

same share community.

3.1 Usage scene of trust evaluation

In share virtual community, trust evaluation can be applied

to the following two scenarios:

1. Active share user conducts a trust evaluation of the target

share user based on its own historical share information,

or the information recommended by another sharer

before sharing digital content. According to the trust

value of each user, user then decides whether to share

relative digital content with every target user or not.

2. User asks for special digital content and conducts a

trust evaluation of the many users who responded to

the request. They obtain the required digital content

selectively from users with high trust value.

3.2 MSNTM direct trust model

In a STN of digital content, there is direct digital content

share history and direct trust relation between user V and U.

The trust evaluation of user V and U is direct trust evaluation.

As shown in Fig. 3, Dtu
v shows direct trust value from V to U.

Considering the nature of trust and the digital content

share scene characteristics, credible feedback of digital

content, feedback weighting factor, time decay function,

and user share similarity are introduced to evaluate direct

trust Dtu
v between user V and U.

Definition 7 Credible feedback of digital content Rc.

After each share session, a user can feedback based on the

safety credibility of the shared digital content. Rc [ {0, 1},

where 1 means that the shared digital content is safe and

meets the statement of sharer about digital content, and 0

means shared digital content is not credible and not safe.

Definition 8 Feedback weighting factor Fb. In a share

small world network, there are malicious share users.

These users always give exaggerated or false feedback on

digital content and depart from the realness of share session

to improve trust value mutually or denigrate other normal

share users. Therefore, feedback weighting factor Fb is

introduced to balance digital content feedback credibility,

Fb [ [0, 1].

In direct trust evaluation, users use their credible feed-

back information of digital content in share session to

conduct trust evaluation on other users. The value of Fb is

1 at this moment. In recommend trust, users conduct trust

evaluation based on the recommendation of a mid-user. At

this point, Fb relies on the trust value of the feedback user

from the previous sharing period for feedback credibility.

Definition 9 Time decay function x(t). The strength of

trust relation changes continuously with the change of time

based on the dynamics of trust and decay by time. The latest

share behaviors best reflect the current credibility of users.

The earlier share session has less impact on the current trust

evaluation and its credible feedback. The share history

information has smaller weight in trust evaluation. There-

fore, time decay function x(t) is defined as Eq. (1).

xðtÞ ¼ ðtpresent � tshareÞ=d
� �

ð1Þ

tpresent refers to current time, tshare refers to sharing cycle

where share is located, and d refers to trust decay period,

which shows trust relation decays one time every other d
sharing cycle, d C 1. Users can define the size of d
according to the detailed share scene. If d is bigger, the

decay of trust relation is slower with sharing cycle. If d is

smaller, the decay of trust value is faster with sharing cycle.

Definition 10 User share similarity Sm. In a virtual

community of sharing digital content, users want to share

digital content with users who have the same hobby.

Establishing trust relation among users who share the same

or similar hobbies is easier. As satisfactory digital content

is shared, trust relation increases rapidly. Users share

hobby is represented by multi-component system p~, as

shown in Eq. (2).

Virtual Community for Multimedia Sharing
&& Small-world Trust Networks (STNs)

CB

A

E

D

F

G

STN1
STN2

STN3
STN4

Fig. 2 Virtual community and small world trust network

V U
v
uDt

Fig. 3 Direct trust evaluation
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p~¼ ðk1; k2; . . .; knÞ ð2Þ

n refers to type of shared digital content in share scene,

and ki refers to the sharing times proportion of digital

content type i to total sharing times of users ki [ [0, 1]. The

share similarity of user V and U Sm(v, u) can be

represented by cosine similarity, as shown in Eq. (3).

Smðv; uÞ ¼ ðp~v � p~uÞ=ð p~vj j p~uj jÞ Sm 2 0; 1½ � ð3Þ

For each share session, suppose use saved the above

relative share information by itself. Based on an overall

consideration of the six aspects above mentioned, if the

total number of share sessions of V and U is Nt, direct trust

value between V and U can be shown in Eq. (4):

DTv
u ¼

1

Nt

XNt

i¼1

Smðv; uÞ � Fbðv; uÞ � RciðtÞ
xiðtÞ

ð4Þ

3.3 MSNTM recommend trust model

In the MSN environment, the trust relation between user U

and V is recommend trust if user U does not share history

with user V. To evaluate recommend trust between user U

and V, V needs to ask adjacent share users and another

share user to find mid-users who have a sharing history

with U to establish trust recommend path. The trust value

between user U and V is obtained through recommend

path. Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of recommend trust.

There is no direct trust relation between U and V, but there

are many trust recommend paths. There is direct trust

relation between adjacent users on each recommend path.

Therefore, the MSNTM recommend trust model is given

based on the MSNTM direct trust model.

In the MSNTM recommend trust model, the maximum

recommended path length and recommended weight are

introduced to obtain recommend trust value in each trust

recommend path based on direct trust value between

adjacent users on recommend path. According to different

synthetic strategies of recommend trust, recommend trust

on all recommend paths is synthesized to derive recom-

mend trust value between U and V.

Definition 11 The maximum recommended path length

Dmax (Yuan et al. 2010b). In the recommend trust model,

the trust recommendation path from the evaluating user

to the user to be evaluated is searched. For large-scale

share networks, searching all trust recommend path from

evaluating user to the user to be evaluated needs higher

searching time complexity. If only a small quantity of

shorter trust recommend paths is selected, time com-

plexity is reduced. However, it becomes easy to lose

recommend trust information integrity, and the accuracy

of recommend trust evaluation is influenced. Therefore,

the maximum recommend path length Dmax is introduced

to balance the recommend trust model complexity and

the accuracy of recommend trust evaluation. The rec-

ommend trust model only chooses the recommend trust

path less than and equal to Dmax to create recommend

trust evaluation.

According to small world theory, trust relationship

between two random share users can be established by a

small quantity of trust transfer, or recommendation in a

STN of digital content sharing. Therefore, the special path

length of the small world network is taken as the maximum

recommend path length. If lsw is a special path length of

sharing STN, the maximum recommendation path length is

shown in Eq. (5).

Dmax ¼ lsw � lnðnswÞ= lnðkÞ ð5Þ

nsw refers to the scale of small world network, and

k refers to the average degree of small world network.

Definition 12 Trust recommend weight is Wd. Trust has

decay characteristics with recommend path length. If trust

recommend distance is longer, decay of trust value

increases. As the distance between recommend user and

evaluating user V increases, its stated trust value to the user

to be evaluated U has less weight in recommend trust

evaluation. If dr
v is the path distance from evaluating user V

to recommend user R, R has direct trust relation to U.

Weight that recommend user R accounts for in evaluation

is shown in Eq. (6), Wd [ (0, 1):

Wdðv; rÞ ¼ ðDmax � dv
r þ 1Þ=Dmax ð6Þ

Therefore, recommend trust value of V and U obtained on

each trust recommendation path is shown in Eq. (7).

RTiðv; uÞ ¼ Wdðv; riÞ � RTðv; riÞ � Dtri

u ð7Þ

Different trust recommended paths gain different

recommend trust values. This paper proposes a risk-

averse strategy, risk-neutral strategy, and risk tolerance

strategy to synthesize trust values obtained from different

recommendation paths. These values are based on the user

tolerance degree to potential tortious acts or safety threats

during the digital content share process, until a recommend

V Ua

crkrj

bri

v
uRt

Direct Trust Recommend Trust

v
aDt a

uDt
b
uDt

c
uDt

Recommend
Path 1

Recommend
Path 2

Recommend
Path 3

Fig. 4 Recommend trust evaluation
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trust value is obtained. If there is m trust recommendation

paths between V and U, recommend trust value on each

trust recommendation path is RTi(v, u). The three

recommendation trust synthetic strategies are as follows:

1. Risk-averse strategy Users avoid risks and safety

threats that may occur during digital content sharing.

They adopt the cautious recommend trust synthetic

strategy, or the minimum recommend trust value on all

trust recommend path is used as the final recommend

trust value. This is shown in Eq. (8).

RTv
u ¼ ^

m

i¼1
RTiðv; uÞ ð8Þ

2. Risk-neutral strategy Users reduce facing potential

risks and safety threats during the sharing process

while increasing their digital content sharing

opportunities. Users adopt an eclectic recommend

trust synthetic strategy, and take the average value of

all available recommend trust on recommend path.

This is shown in Equation (9).

RTv
u ¼ ð1=mÞ

Xm

i¼1

RTiðv; uÞ ð9Þ

3. Risk tolerance strategy Active share users concentrate

more on pursuing greater share space and share

opportunity amidst potential risks and safety threats

during the sharing process. They adopt an active

recommend trust synthetic strategy where the maximum

recommend trust on all recommend paths is used as final

recommend trust value. This is shown in Eq. (10).

RTv
u ¼ _

m

i¼1
RTiðv; uÞ ð10Þ

In the recommend trust evaluation process, user can

only choose one of these strategies to synthesize the final

recommend trust values at some time, according to user’s

tolerance degree to sharing risks.

3.4 Comprehensive trust model MSNTM

Comprehensive trust model MSNTM is given based on the

above direct trust model and recommend trust evaluation

model. The trust value from user V to U is represented by

Eq. (11).

Tv
u ¼ a� DTv

u þ b� RTv
u ð11Þ

a, b is regulatory factors, a, b C 0 and a ? b = 1. If

a = 1, the trust value between V and U is obtained from

direct trust. If b = 1, the trust value between V and U is

obtained from recommend trust. Users can create self-

definitions for a, b. Direct and recommend trust are

comprehensively considered to obtain the trust value

between V and U.

4 Achievement of the MSNTM and related algorithm

4.1 Direct trust calculation window mechanism

In the MSNTM direct trust evaluation model, if all share

session information among users was considered to eval-

uate direct trust value, we faced the following problems:

1. The model had a higher calculating complexity,

because too many numbers of share sessions were

used to calculate many weighting factors.

2. The obtained trust value lacked comparability, because

the total number of historical share sessions among

different users was different.

3. Reflecting the dynamic variability of trust value was

difficult, because the trust value changed continuously

with the change of share cycle.

4. There were too many historical share records that

accounted for a larger proportion of trust evaluation.

It was difficult to reflect the small number of

malicious share sessions to change trust value, and

the model showed an insensitive response to mali-

cious share.

5. The trust computing weight of historical share infor-

mation long time ago was smaller due to trust time

decay function. Although it had punitive impact on

historical malicious share, trust value under the

condition of influencing normal share session of user

was easy to generate many normal share sessions

without increasing trust value.

Wu et al. (2010) proposed a dual window sliding

mechanism to solve the achievement problems of the trust

evaluation of trust model. The mechanism used the trust

difference between recent window and historical window

to indicate the variable quantity of trust relation. However,

this mechanism faced higher computing complexity. The

present research simplified and improved the dual window

sliding mechanism, and proposed a direct trust calculation

window mechanism. This is shown in Fig. 5.

In direct trust calculation window mechanism, a trust

calculation window with length of Lw is used to intercept

Lw times of digital content share sessions between recent

users. The MSNTM direct trust model is used to calculate

direct trust value between users. In the new share cycle of

the share virtual community, users generate new share

sessions; the trust calculation window slides to the right

with each share cycle to capture new share sessions and

evaluate trust relation between users. The trust calculation

window mechanism can reduce the MSNTM calculating

complexity and improve trust evaluation effectiveness.

This model can be used for a larger-scale share virtual

community for digital content.
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If the number of share sessions between users in the

initial situation is smaller than the length of calculation

window Lw, the evaluating user can distribute a lower

system trust initial value to the user to be evaluated. As the

share sessions increase, the trust calculation window

mechanism is gradually used to evaluate direct trust value

between users.

4.2 Search algorithm of recommend path

In the MSNTM recommend trust model, initially searching

and evaluating the trust recommend path between users is

necessary. Then, the recommend trust value between dif-

ferent trust recommend paths is calculated. This study

improves the depth-first search algorithm of the graph. It

introduces the maximum recommendation path length

Dmax and gives the trust recommendation path searching

algorithm. The description of the algorithm is following as:

4.3 MSNTM trust evaluation algorithm

This study proposes the MSNTM comprehensive trust evalu-

ation algorithm by integrating the MSNTM direct trust model

with recommend trust model, plus direct trust calculation

window mechanism with recommend path finding algorithm:

Input: Adjacency matrix of sharing network AM, user

share historical information SH, evaluating users V, and

users to be evaluated U.

Output: Trust value from V to U.

1. Searching for the historical share information of V and

U SH. If the direct share session between two parties is

not less than the direct trust evaluation threshold

(ThresholdDT = Lw), it proceeds to the second step;

otherwise, it proceeds to the third step.

2. Share historical information SH is used to calculate

share preference similarity of V and U Sm. Trust time

decay factor d is defined to calculate direct trust value

DT, for evaluating subject V against the object to be

evaluated U using direct trust window mechanism.

3. Calculating recommendation trust RT between users

based on the direct trust relation DT.

3.1 Calculate corresponding maximum trust propa-

gation distance Dmax, based on adjacency matrix

of share network AM.

Trust calculation 
window 

Trust calculation 
window 

Share cycle (t)

slide

Fig. 5 Direct trust calculation window mechanism
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3.2 In a share network scene where V and U are

located, trust recommendation path finding algo-

rithm is used to find all trust recommendation

paths with lengths less than Dmax, recorded as

RP1, RP2,…,RPm.

3.3 For each trust recommendation path RPi, calcu-

late trust recommend distance decay factor Wd.

Based on the direct trust value between adjacent

users on trust recommendation path, it can work

out the recommend trust value RTi of path RPi.

3.4 Final recommendation trust value RT is calcu-

lated according to different recommend trust

synthetic strategies.

4. To calculate final trust value based on defined a, b
regulatory factors: T = a 9 DT ? b 9 RT.

5. Return trust value T.

5 Simulation experiment and analysis of results

The simulation computer system configuration was as

follows: CPU is AMD Athlon (tm) X2 240 Processor 2

with 2G RAM. Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate OS, Ucinet

6 software package, and Microsoft Visual Studio 2005

platform were used to establish the simulation environ-

ment. Ucinet 6 is one of the more popular social network

analysis softwares. This package has strong matrix analysis

functions, such as algebra of matrix and multiple statistical

analyses; it includes center analysis, subgroup analysis,

role analysis, and statistical analysis based on replacement

and other social network analysis methods.

According to the definition of the STN, there are two

trust evaluation scenarios in multimedia social networks:

trust relationships within STN and the trust relationships

between users in different STNs. The social networks fol-

low the ‘‘Rule of 150’’, and this means that the node

number of the STN is 150 or so for any user.

Using the Ucinet 6 software package, we construct a

typical share virtual community with two STNs. As shown

in Fig. 6, each STN contains 150 nodes, and the virtual

community includes all the trust evaluation scenarios in

Multimedia social networks. STNs are recorded as STN1

and STN2, and the share virtual community is marked as

VC. The corresponding small world parameters are shown

in Table 1. They all have larger clustering coefficients and

shorter characteristic path lengths.

Based on the virtual community created by Ucinet 6,

C?? language programming is used to achieve trust

window mechanism, search algorithm of trust recommend

paths, and trust evaluation algorithm. Then, we simulate

digital content share process in 100 share cycles within the

virtual community.

Simulation experiments are designed as bellow:

1. In the direct trust calculation window mechanism, the

length of calculation window has not been fixed, in

order to improve the applicability and flexibility of

the trust model; first, we should find out how the length

settings of the window influence the model and

confirm it.

2. Then, we verify the sensitivity of direct trust evalu-

ation to the malicious sharing and malicious users.

3. At last, we verify, contrast and analyze effectiveness of

the three recommendation trust synthetic strategies

with different sharing risk types, and validate the

sensitivity of the recommend trust evaluation to the

malicious sharing or malicious users.

The related simulation parameters settings:

1. One share session is generated between users with

share relation in one share cycle, trust decay cycle

d = 1.

2. If the number of share sessions between users is less

than direct trust calculation window length Lw and

cannot find available recommendation trust paths,

Fig. 6 Share virtual community created by Ucinet

Table 1 Network parameters

of the virtual community
Network Number of

nodes

Network

degree

Average Clustering

coefficient

Characteristic

path length

STN1 150 5590 37.3 0.247 1.75

STN2 150 6843 45.6 0.303 1.694

VC 300 12444 41.5 0.279 2.532
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users can be given a lower initial trust value Tinitial,

here we set Tinitial = 0.5.

3. User can set trust threshold Tthreshold in terms of share

demand and choose the users whose trust value are

big than Tthreshold to share the digital contents,

Tthreshold \ Tinitial.

4. If share users have direct trust relationships, we set

a = 1, b = 0; if share users have recommend trust

relationships, we set a = 0, b = 1; otherwise, we set

the user’s trust value T = Tinitial.

The simulation process is shown as description of trust

evaluation algorithm. The following verifies the model

property from three aspects, including direct calculation

window mechanism, direct trust evaluation, and recom-

mend trust evaluation.

In direct trust calculation window mechanism, different

lengths of Lw have different impacts on trust value estab-

lishment. This simulation takes window lengths as 10,

20,…,90. It updates and calculates normal user-generated

share sessions in 100 share cycles in real time. It records

and observes any change in the trust value.

Figure 7 shows the impact of window length on direct

trust relation establishment. The figure accumulates trust

value sequence in a different length window, and makes a

parallel move up to one unit for easier differentiation and

observation. The simulation result shows users have only

one lower trust initial value when all windows are in their

initial condition. As the number of normal share sessions

increases, the window mechanism updates the trust value

between users in real time. Trust value increases continu-

ously, and stabilizes gradually. This outcome reveals that

trust is an accumulated process, and length of window

directly impacts the establishing speed of direct trust. If the

window length is longer, the share cycle required by trust

value to reach a stable state is longer.

In practical application, the model can decide the length

of trust calculation window based on share frequency

degree of digital content in share scenes. If share degree in

share virtual community is more frequent, a longer trust

calculation window is selected. This study regards Lw as 20

to guarantee the rapid establishment of trust relation, and to

create the direct trust and recommend trust contrast

experiment. This aspect reduces model calculation com-

plexity, and reflects the gradual accumulation of trust

relation better.

Figure 8 illustrates the impact of malicious share on

direct trust value. For this group of simulation experiments,

the complete normal share session is generated in 100 share

cycles to obtain basic trust sequence. Then different num-

bers of malicious share sessions are added to compare the

change in trust value. For easier observation, basic trust

sequences in two groups of experiments make parallel

moves up to 0.2 trust unit. In Fig. 8a, trust value showed an

obvious downtrend as compared with basic trust sequence

after a small quantity of malicious share session was added.

When users create normal share session again, the trust

value does not improve immediately. Direct trust regains its
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state of basic sequence only after many normal share ses-

sions. This condition shows that the MSNTM is sensitive to

malicious share and carries a certain punitive impact. It also

suggests that trust relation is easily destroyed and difficult

to reestablish. Figure 8b illustrates that when malicious

share users create many malicious share sessions, their trust

value is reduced gradually until it closes at 0. Therefore, for

different share scenes in a virtual community, the lower

trust threshold DTthreshold can be set to accurately identify

malicious share users, e.g. DTthreshold = 0.2. To reduce

tortious acts and safety threats in the share process, a user

with trust value less than 0.2 can be removed from the share

virtual community as a malicious user.

Figure 9 is contrast simulation experiment of recom-

mend trust. Based on the above contrast simulation

experiment of direct trust, a recommend trust chart

between users in all share cycles under different strategies

has been obtained. Figure 9a shows that recommend trust

values obtained by three kinds of recommend trust syn-

thetic strategies are on a lower level as compared with

direct trust value. Risk-averse strategy has a stricter

requirement for users, the obtained user recommend trust

value is always in the lowest level. Whereas the recom-

mend trust under risk tolerance strategy is obviously higher

than the other two strategies. This aspect indicates that

under the same share trust threshold, risk tolerance strategy

easily promotes share sessions between users and provides

more share opportunities for active users. Figure 9b illus-

trates that a malicious share session added in a share cycle

rapidly lowers recommend trust under three kinds of syn-

thetic strategies. Users must accumulate enough normal

share sessions to restore recommend trust. This indicates

that the recommend trust model is also sensitive to mali-

cious share, and encourages normal share sessions between

users. Figure 9c indicates that too much of malicious share

in a share cycle rapidly lowers recommend trust value to 0.

Setting corresponding recommend trust threshold RTthreshold

can still identify malicious share user effectively and

accurately.

The above simulation experiment shows that the

MSNTM can dynamically update trust value between users

in real time. It adapts share scenarios of digital content in

different risk types. The window mechanism has an exci-

tation effect. The mechanism can promote users to share
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digital content legally and safely based on the trust value

supplied by the model; a user can share digital content with

a user of higher trust value to obtain safe digital content.

Trust threshold Tthreshold can be used to accurately identify

a malicious share user, and reduce tortious acts and safety

threats during the sharing process. This condition leads to

creating a healthy and harmonious share community for

digital content.

6 Conclusions

In the multimedia social network environment, the sharing

methods for digital content and rights are flexible, making

them vulnerable to severe tortious acts and safety threats.

Trust relationship between share users has a direct impact

on the sharing and transmission method of digital content.

To correctly evaluate trust relationship between users, this

study proposes a MSNTM based on small world theory.

This model distinguishes direct trust and recommendation

trust relationship between users. This research proposes a

direct trust computing window mechanism and trust rec-

ommend path finding algorithm according to the decay

characteristics of trust with time and path, and compre-

hensively considering credible feedback of digital content,

feedback weighting factor, user share similarity, and other

share characterization factors. The simulation experiment

shows that the trust calculation window mechanism can

accurately evaluate and dynamically update trust relation-

ship between users. It has more reference and compara-

bility to users. Multiple recommend trust synthetic strategy

makes the model adaptable to digital content share sce-

narios with different types of risks. It also makes it sensi-

tive to malicious share; it boycotts malicious share

behavior and promotes a normal, safe digital content, or

right share between users. In trust evaluation algorithm,

trust threshold Tthreshold is introduced to enable MSNTM to

effectively identify malicious share users, and helps create

a better multimedia social network share environment. The

key point for future work is to conduct further studies on

the anti-attack capacity and effectiveness of the MSNTM

by integrating the trust mechanism proposed in this study.
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